
I should know better…
Why didn’t I back this drive up? I know it was the old
machine. I didn’t really do that much on it. Surf the web,
write a blog, catch up on a ball game. No I didn’t do much on
this machine.

The hard drive crashed/failed. I think I will be able to get
some of the pictures that were on this machine. I think I have
duplicates of all of them, but I’m not sure yet. My daughters
did their homework on this machine, and I think all the old
reports are toast.

Some recent pictures that I took with the phone are gone. A
new e-book list, vanished. Software updates poof. Some music
became an electronic ghost.

Hmm… I do have another hard drive I can drop in this machine.
I think I know where the windows install disk is. Maybe I can
get the machine functioning again. I may drop in some other
operating system. Who knows.

Then there is one other loss. I’ve never used it. It was there
like a memorial for the past 6.5 years. Kept when I upgraded
the computer. Disk imaged over when I got this drive. Gone are
some web bookmarks. Little used since 2003, simply marked
“Sarah’s Favorites”.

Remind  me  again,  why  do  I
like computers?
I had to re-install windows on my laptop today. Now I have to
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make sure that everything that should be working is. Then
there are some other programs I use that will need to be re-
installed. This machine is getting older, so I may have to
shop for a new hard drive soon. Seems like there are more
‘bad’ sections recently. I’m glad I backup my data files with
some regularity. I would hate to lose pictures of my kids,
grandkids, weddings, and other fun occasions.

The bigger problem is the small fact that I have a lot of
computers in this house. It seems like I was re-installing
some operating system just last week. Oh, I was, it was on my
‘play’ machines where I keep installing different versions of
Linux.

I have noticed one thing, my touch pad seems to be a bit more
sensitive. I keep having my cursor jump all around the screen
as I type this. I’ve had to go back and correct mistakes as
the cursor jumps to places earlier in this post. I need to
check that out too. Grumble….

Oh well, I got the sound to work again….. Now if I can just
find my CD with 100 card games on it…. �


